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Launching Rockets to Learn 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 

 
 
 Sandia Elementary principal, Mike Read, recently called to let us know that a class at 
Sandia was going to be launching rockets. Too good of an opportunity to pass up, we contacted 
the teacher doing the project and made arrangements to come by. 
 Michelle Tusher, who teaches a range of students from various grades is in her second 
year of teaching at Sandia. Mrs. Tusher, whose husband is stationed at Cannon Air Force Base, 
is originally from New York, last taught in schools in the Washington D.C. area.  
 Stopping by Tusher’s classroom, an opportunity to visit with two of her students 
presented itself, and these two – a 2nd grader and a 4th grader – could barely contain their 
enthusiasm for not only the recent rocket launching process, but for all the other things they 
were learning in Tusher’s classroom. The 2nd grader began talking about certain animals they 
had learned about, specifically snakes and crocodiles that, he knowingly reassured me, were 
reptiles.  
 For the rocket launching, Tusher explained that this year’s theme was space, easy to 
see by all of the interesting props and models in her classroom. “During this unit we discussed 
the planets, stars, where we live, and the concept of gravity. The students were instantly 
engaged and began using the vocabulary they learned.” Not surprisingly, the students have 
been particularly motivated and involved throughout each of the lessons, and Tusher has been 
able to incorporate the space concept into their math, reading, writing, and life skill goals. 
 “The rocket launching,” continued Tusher, “served as a culminating activity for the space 
unit. Students assembled and designed the rockets themselves, and they talked about why the 
rockets would pop at launch.” One of the students interjected, “We learned about pressure!” 
Another piped up, “And we wore safety goggles!” 
 Tusher’s ingenious rocket design included a small, plastic round canister with a plastic 
lid. Students had created their own unique rockets with colored paper, and these, with some 
teacher assistance, were attached to the top of the canisters. Inside the base of the canister, 
was a segment of an Alka Seltzer tablet with a small amount of water added, then the canisters 
were sealed.  
 Since I had missed the original launch, the students with their teacher’s permission, 
were gracious enough to offer a demonstration outside with Tusher and her aides leading the 
way. Setting the rockets on the concrete and waiting for the minute or so until they launched 
created great anticipation. The rocket began quivering until POP! It launched straight up into the 
air. The students, safety goggles in place, were delighted to once again get to experience a 
launch. 
 During the main launch with all the class, Tusher shared that one of her students who is 
usually very quiet also enthusiastically chimed in with the rest of the class and began describing 
the process with vocabulary that the teacher was unaware she knew. 
 Thanks to Tusher and all our teachers like her who go the extra mile to teach our kids. 
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